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Licas Blanco Screen Capture is a Screen recorder and player designed to make it easy to capture the
screen and automate on-screen actions. It's a screen-recording/screen-capturing utility that allows

you to capture screen content (full or partial) and quickly replay it as if you were recording
something directly from a video device. This is ideal for document or product review, document
creation, software testing, robot control, monitoring of remote applications, watching TV, and

product demonstration. Key Features: • Supports screen recording (max..3 mhz, max. disk space 2.5
mb) • Capture full screen image or selected areas • Playback recorded content (last/most recent) or

single frame • Replay recorded content to another image file, for viewing on PC or Mac Notes: •
Windows 95 and 98 only • Miniatures is the only plugin that supports Macromedia Flash video

Denoise is a high quality noise removal plug-in for Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. The plug-in
can remove subtle noise in an image, while keeping its natural colors, edge information and detail.

Denoise achieves the best result by applying a scale mask that retains and restores the natural
detail in the image. A new algorithm based on the GPU is also used to deliver good results with any

image and super-fast processing. Enhanced Auto Exposure (EAEX) is a plug-in for Photoshop and
Photoshop Elements that allows for automatic exposure of the image. The plug-in includes a wide
range of adjustable parameters so users can apply accurate auto exposure corrections, based on

certain predefined rules. For example, if the horizon is constant, and the camera or lens is in a
known position with respect to the subject, the plug-in automatically determines the best exposure
in seconds. When the parameter for the exposure correction is set to "Auto", the plug-in accurately
predicts the auto exposure settings for a given subject and camera type. Users can also change the

color and the tone of the image as they wish. Color support 8 bits/channel 16 bits/channel
Compatible host program Adobe Photoshop CS14 - CC 2017 Adobe Photoshop Elements 4 - 15 Adobe

Lightroom 1.5 - CC Apple Aperture 2.1 and above Editable items None
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Apeiron is a major contributor in the HDR community and, with the recent Apeiron ReDynaMix 3.0
HDR product, has added several useful features to its already outstanding product. These include:
Automatic Image Matching, the ability to create and load presets for any image format, amazing
optimization for non-tape archival systems and some of the smoothest image color adjustments I

have ever used. Compatible host program Adobe Photoshop Elements 3.0 and above Adobe
Photoshop Elements 4 and above Adobe Photoshop CS6 and above Adobe Photoshop CS2 and above
Adobe Photoshop CS5 and above Operating system Mac OS X and Windows License Free to try Price
$29 Similar Photoshop PlugIns: The one main advantage of the new plugin is its palette. Using the

brush you can paint any patterns you want, that are automatically filtered by the software and then
applied. You have a large selection of pattern and texture brushes from which to choose; be it sand
or concrete, ocean or the plants on your table, the choice is yours. Whether you use your thumb to
create a dark and mysterious pattern or to brighten up the colors of your image, you are the artist
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and this software lets you work on your picture. Compatible host program Adobe Photoshop
Elements 3.0 and above Adobe Photoshop Elements 4 and above Adobe Photoshop CS6 and above
Adobe Photoshop CS2 and above Adobe Photoshop CS5 and above Operating system Mac OS X and

Windows License Free to try Price $37 5ec8ef588b
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